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Abstract 
Donovan, D. and S. Oates-Williams, Single laws for sloops and squags, Discrete Mathematics 
92 (1991) 79-83. 
We give single laws for the variety of al: sloops and the variety of all squags. 
The survey paper by Ganter and Werner [l], contains a statement that the 
single law x ~(((y oy)oz)ox) = z defines the variety of all sloops (Steiner loops). 
Unfortunately, this is not true, as commutativity cannot be derived from this law. 
We give an example of a noncommutative loop satisfying this law and then, in 
Theorems 2 and 3, exhibit laws that, respectively, define the variety of all sloops 
and the variety of all squags (Steiner quasigroups). 
First we recall the definitions of sloops and squags and the standard bases for 
their varieties: 
Definitions [l, pp. 3-41. Let 9’ be a Steiner triple system defined on the set S. 
(a) Let T = S U {e}, where e $ S. Define a binary operation 0 on T by: 
(i) if x, y E S and x #y then x oy = z, where {x, y, z} E 9’; 
(ii) for allxET, xOe=x=eox; 
(iii) for all x E T, x ox = e. 
Then (T, 0) is a commutative loop, known as a Steiner loop or sloop. 
(b) Define a binary operation 0 on S by: 
(i) if x #y then xoy = z, where {x, y, z} E 9; 
(ii) x ox =x. 
Then (S, 0) is a commutative quasigroup, known as a Steiner quasigroup or 
sqmg. 
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Theorem 1 [l, pp. 3-41. (a) A basis for the variety of all sloops is given by: 
(i) xoe=x, 
(ii) xoy =yox, 
(iii) xo(xoy) =y. 
(b) A basis for the variety of all squags is given by: 
(i) x0x=x, 
(ii) xoy =yox, 
(iii) xo(xoy)=y. 
Example. The loop given by the following table satisfies the law 
xq((y”y)“z)ox) = 2 
but is not a sloop (since it is not commutative). (We wish to thank Martin Sharry 
for supplying the computer program which we used to check that this loop does 
satisfy the specified law.) 
e wxy 2 
eewxyz 
wwezxy r xxyezw yyzwex zzxywe 
Theorem 2. The variety of sloops k defined by the law 
x~(((((y~y)~z)~w)~w)~x)=z. 
Proof. Clearly this law holds in any sloop. We must show that the three laws 
given in Theorem l(a) are implied by this law. We let z range over the whole 
groupoid and express the law 
XmKY ~Y)~z)~w)~w)~x) = z, (1) 
in terms of left and right muhiplication as follows: 
L(y oy)R(w)R(w)R(x)L(x) = 1. (2) 
We see that L(x) is onto and L(y oy) is one-one, hence L(y oy) is a permutation. 
So we have: 
R(w)R(w)R(x)L(x) = L-‘(y oy). (3) 
It follows that R(w) is one-to-one and L(y oy) is independent of y. Hence 
(xox)ow = (yoy)owfor anyx,y. SinceR(w)isone-one, wehavexox=yoy=e 
(say), where L(e) is a permutation. Putting w =x = e in (2), we have: 
L(e)R(e)R(e)R(e)L(e) = I 
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so R3(e) = L-‘(e). Also (1) now reads: 
xo((((eof)ow)ow)Ox) = 2. (4) 
If we choose t so that e 0 z = w then (4) becomes: 
x~~((w~w)~w)~x) = wL_l(e), (5) 
that is: 
xo((eo w)ox) = WI+-‘(e). (6) 
Now choose w so that eo w =x, then (6) yields x oe =xLw2(e), so R(e) = 
LS2(e) = R3(e). Hence R”(e) = 1. Putting x = e = y in (Ii), we have: 
R(w)R(w)R(e) = Lm2(e) = R(e), 
so R2(w) = I and R(w) is a permutation. Now (2) reduces to: 
L(e)R(x)L(x) = I, 
or 
xo((eoz)ox) =z. 
(7) 
(8) 
Choosing z so that e 0 z = x, we have: 
xR(e) = xoe = x(x ox) = xL-l(e), 
and hence R(e)L(e) = 1. But putting x = e in (7) yields L(e)R(e)L(e) = I, so we 
have L(e) = R(c) = I and thus xoe =x = eox. Hence we have established 
Theorem l(a)(i). Also (7) becomes R(x)L(x) = I= L(x)R(x) (since R(x), and 
hence L(x), is a permutation). But we also have R2(x) = I so: 
(zox)ox =z = (xoz)ox =xo(xoz) 
and thus the remaining two conditions of Theorem l(a) have been 
established. Cl 
Theorem 3. The variety of squags is defined by the law 
xO((wO(wO(((Y OY)Oz)OY)))ox) = z. 
Proof. Clearly this law holds in any squag. We must show that the three !aws 
given in Theorem l(b) are implied by this law. We let z range over the whole 
groupoid and express the law 
xO((wO(wO(((Y OY)Oz)OY)))Ox) = z, (9) 
in terms of left and right multiplication as follows: 
UY OY MY )Uw)Uw)R(x)Ux) = 1. UC) 
We see that L(x) is onto and L(y oy) is one-to-one, hence L(y oy) IS a 
permutation. If we choose a particular x = x’ ox’ we can write: 
R(y)L(w)Z.,(w).R(x’ox’) = t-‘(y oy)l-‘(x’ox’). 
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It follows that R(y) is one-to-one and R(x’ox’) is onto and so for a particular 
choice of y, say y = y’ oy ‘, we can write: 
L(W)L(W) = R-“(y’oy~)L-r((y”~y’)o(y” ~y’))L-‘(x’~x’)R-*(x’ ox’). 
So Z,(W) is one-to-one and onto. Therefore left multiplication is a permutation 
and we obtain: 
Wy)WW(w)W) = L-?Y OYW-W, 
for arbitrary x and y. Tbus right multiplication is a permutation and the groupoid 
is a quasigroup. 
Equation (10) can now be rewritten as: 
R(x)L(x) = L-‘(w)K”(w)C”(y)L-r(y oy), 
and so: 
x0(20x) = tP(zw), 
for all u, x, 2. Equation 110) can also be rewritten as: 
L(w)L(w) = I?-‘(y)P(y oy)L_‘(x)/?-‘(x), 
and so: 
wo(woz) = VO(VOZ), (12) 
for all u, w, z. If we set v = z and w = x in (11) and (12) we observe that: 
That is, z ox = xoz, and the quasigroup is commutative. 
Returning to (11) and writing x = z oz and v = z, we obtain: 
(zoz)o(zo(z~z))=zo(z~z). 
Using comrmutativity and the quasigroup property, we obtain z 0 (z oz) = z. 
Substitution of y = z in (9) yields: 
x~((w~(wo(((z~z)~z)))~x) =z, 
which reduces to: 
x~((w~(w~(z~z)))~x)=z. 
Putting w = z in (13) we obtain: 
x~((z~(z~(z~z)))~x)=z, 
which reduces to: 
xo((zoz)ox)=z. 
Finally, putting x = z we have z 0 ((z 0 z) 0 z) = z, or: 
ZO? =z. 
(13) 
(14) 
Now (14) and the commutative law yields: 
x+2) = 2, 
for all x, 2. 
Hence the gzqkd is a qu and the theorem fotlows. Cl 
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